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L	 1.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.1
	 GENERAL SUMMARY
6
This report summarizes the major solar events during the period
1964 through 1968 that meet one or more of the following conditions
a. Flare with importance k 3.
b. RF emission with peak flux > 500 units at one or mr,r*
of the observed frequencies between 2695 Mc/s and
3750 Me/s.
c. A solar proton event observed by a satellite, deep
space probe, a PCA based on Riometer observation,
fmin, or forward scatter techniques.
This study is a continuation of the search for necessary and/or sufficient
L
condition.. that a solar region will be the source of a solar proton event,
r
during its passage of the visib le solar hemisphere.
	 A total of 43 events
were found that met one or more of the conditions to be classified as major
_ txc^1ar cavr-±nta _
They included 11 solar proton events with PCA maximum absorption
> 2 db; 8 proton events observed by satellites, deep space probes and/or
with maximum PCA absorption 42. 2 db.
The remaining mr.jor events were distributed as follows:
f ,	 5 with flare :importance >_ 3
15 with RF bursts >— 500 units and flare importance G 3
^f
4 with flare importance Z: 3 and RF emissions ? 500 unite;
f	 Three of the events included in our st,ul yr may be considered as
^i
questionable; the great burst at, 3000 Mc/e reported by Nedderhurst on 15
Y
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March 1966, an importance 3N flare on 9 October 1966, and an importance 3B
flare on 11 January 1967. These events will be discussed in the subsequent
sections of this report.
Two of the major proton everAts, including one that was detecteel
by ground level neutron monitors could not be associated with a region on
the visible solar hemisF here or with a region uv ,to three days behivA
either the East or West Limb o:V the sun. The ground level event on 28
January 1967 and the PCA event on 2 February 1967 have been discussed in
great detail in the literature. One of the small PCA events (11 March 1967)
cold not be associated with a solar region with a reasonable degree of
confidence.
Eight of the 9 major PCA events with reliable solar region iden-
tification are associated with flares with izportar,_^ ,^, 2B and RF bursts
with peak flux > 500 units (R' date, for 2 of the 1968 events are not avail-
able at this time). The other PCA event is associated with a l8 flare at
the West Limb.
All of the small PCA events are associated with minor flares and
only one had a recorded RF ? 500 flux units. On the other hand all three of
the satellites reported proton streams are fig-asorplµated with large BF bursts
f,.nd two with major flexes. The one minor fVW ^ occurred at the East Limb.
An analysis of the solar proton events sunspot classification
shows that all but one of the major events was associated with magnetically
complex spot groups.	 In fact, 5 of the 9 events are associated with regions
classified as "S" type on flare day. On the other hand, only one of the
small or satellite reported proton events may have been associated with
a 11'r spot group.
2
a
7Only 2 of the major !,CA events are associated with spots with
maximum areas < 500 millionths, while 4 of the associated sunspot groups
had areas > 500 millionths on flare day.
1.1.1
	 Sunspot Association
Our study confirms our earlier conclusions (Reference 18) of a
high probability that the PCA flare will occur in a magnetically complexl
sunspot group. Eight of the wine major PCA events are definitely asso-
ciated with flares from sunspot groups that on flare day were c2assified
by Mt. Wilson as ^ ^' (2 cases) , X (1 case) or with a jS configuration ( 5
cases). The remaining flare associated major PCA event occurred in a/3
spot group that was classified as /92l on 3 days during disk passage. On
the other hand only two of the eight, flare associated small PCA events
occurred in magnetically c rple - spot groups (1 probably /IX , and 1 with
a 8 configuration) on flare day.
1.1.2	 PCA Flare Association
Five of tale flare associated major PCA events have a confirmed
flare importance 3B, and three had importance 2B. The remaining flare
u
	 associated PCA occurred at the West Lamb with confirmed importance 1B.
This flare was accompanied by spectral emissions Type II and Type Mwith
importance 3 over the frequency range 1500 to 400 Mc/s. The spot group
probably had a 6 type configuration.
All of the flares associated with major PCA events were accom-
panied by X-ray bursts in the wavelengths 2-12A°, or 8-20A°.
1.1.3	 Time of F lare Maximum with Respect to the Time of RF Peak Flux
It was shown in Reference 20 for all non PCA events with flares
!i
with importance 2 3 and all non PCA flares with importance G 2+, with RF
3
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peak emissions } 500 flux units, the time of the RF peakk preceded the
time of flare maximum in 83% of the cases.
Similarly it was shown for all major PCA events, the time of
the RF peak i lowed the time of flare maximum in 61% of the cases.
While the number of events in the present analysis is small,
It presents very strong evidence that the time relation or rate of
increase of flare brightening and RF emission increase has ,a high prob-
ability of differentiating a PCA from a non PCA event during the very
early stage of the event.
In the case of the 24 non PCA events of the present study, we
find an 8?8 probability that the time of the RF peak intensity will pre-
cede the time of flare Maximum. This compares very favorably with the
previous study (Reference'20) where 83% of the 125 non PCA event&, the
time of RF peak intensity preceded the time of glare maximmm.
Similarly in the ease of the PCA events, the present study
shows a probability of 64% that the time of RF peak will follow the time
of flare maximum. Again this compares very favorably with the 61% lxob-
ability of the previous study.
1.2	 RECOMMDATIONS
1.2.1	 Analysis of High Resolution Sunspot Photo„Eaphs
There is strong evidence that a detailed analysis of the growth
and configuration changes of large: and complex sunspot groups during the
first three or four days after they cross the East Limb onto the visible
disk may lead. to a proton warn1,sw.­, 
.w nriod of the order of a day or so.
There is also evidence that there may be detectable rapid, changes in the
4
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sunspot configuration a few hours before the start of a major flare that
may lead to the detection of a flare before the start is observed in the
lig1at of ha , or make it possible to differentiate a r .A flare from a
non PCA flare.
An analysis of high resolution reproductions of white light
cinematographic pictures of several of the sunspots associated with the
events of this study should make a valuable contribution to the early
detection of proton events.
c.	 1.2.2	 Videometer Analysis of Solar Flares
r- 	 As seen in Table 2 1, nearly all of the flares associated
r
with the events used in this study were reported with two or more times
of flare maximum.. In some cases the time differences are several minutes.
t^
In spite of these variations it was possible to make reasonable assump-
l
	
tions and compare the time difference of the flare maximum and RF peak.
A detailed videometer analysis of the flares was not possible due to the
delay in the development of the instrument. Consequently, our conclusions
are based on a comparison of the RF time histories, the times of flare
maximum,. X-ray maximum, and the recorded time of the 514F maximum. There
^.X
f
	
is a good correlation between the rate of increase in flare brightening,
and the rate of increase of the RF and X-ray emissions. Additional in-
•	 g,	 .
vestigation using the videcmeter should be carried out.
1.3	 GENERAL STATISTICAL SUMMARY
A summary of the 43 major solar activity events for the years
1964 through 1968 used in this study is given in Table 1. We have in-
cluded all solar activity normally associ
€
^ted with the active region at
5
t
the time of the flare, RF emission, or a solar proton stream. In addition,
we have included where possible, flare day solar region data: sunspot
magnetic class and area, and the Carrington longitude. The first 13
columns are self explanatory, the 14th column gives the time in minutes
from reported time or times of flare maximum to the time of RF peak flux
where a plus (+) indicates that the RF peak occurred after the flare max-
imAn. Column 15 gives the delay time from the start of the associated
flare to the reported onset of the PCA or in the case of satellite detected
proton streams, to the start of the increased proton counting rate
(Ep > 10 Mev).
A complete summaay of the data used in the study is given in
Tables 2, 2A, and 2B.
e1.3.1	 Central Meridian Distance of Major Solar Events
During our study of f 3ba a associated major PCA during the 19th
solar cycle we found that 81% of the flares occurred after the associated
sunspot had been on the visible disk at least 5 days. In the present
study of PCA events since 1963 we find that all nine of the major PCA
events with a reliable flare association occurred after the region had
passed a Central Meridian distance of at least E30, or five days after
crossing the East Limb. On the other hand the non PCA related major events
gives a random d1stribution as shown in Table 3.
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E90 to
E6o
E60 to
E30
330 to
CM
CM to
W30
W30 to
W60 w6o
Flare
> 3
RF 4 500 0 1 1 1 1 0
Flare
> 3 1 2 1 0 0 l
RF > 5 00
Flare
43 3 4 5 0 1 2
RF > 5 00
TABLE 3 THE CENTRAL MEREDIAN DISTANCE OF FLARES
ASSOCIATED WITH NON PCA EVENTS
1.3.2
	 PCA Events add Associated Phenomena,
The number of flare associated phenomena for the 9 major PCA
events for which a reasonably reliable flare association has been found
is given in Table 4. While the number of PCA events for the five years
under study is statistically small, it follows very closely the distri-
bution found earlier in the study of major PCA events during the 19th
solar cycle.
e
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5S	
Mll
Flare
Imp No. UP Ii IV
cm
RF X-ray All
? 1
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2E 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 None
3B 5 5 4 3 3 5 3
No
Region 2
11 9 8 7 6 9 7
TAKE 4 ASSOCIATED PHENOMENA FOR MAJOR PCA EVENTS
WITH ABSORPTION >.. 2 db	 q
Similar data are given in Tdble 5 for the 7 small PCA events
.L.or satellw-l te U-3 te'Oected prOICon stxecamo.
In the case of the major PCA events O eight of the ittine events
have been associated with major flares (importance >.. 2B) while 5 of the
7 small events have been associated with minor flares.
J
-".g 00,01P
^u
Flare
Imp No. SWF II IV
cm
RF X-ray
1 2 2 1 2 2 1
2 3 2 2 2 0 2
2B 1 1 0 0 1 1
3B 1 1 1 1 1 1
No Region 1 0
Total 8 6 4 5 4 5
TABLE 5 ASSOCIATED PHENOMENA. FOR SMALL PCA EVENTS
OR SATELLITE DETECTED PROTON STREAMS
All 9 of the major PCA events were associated with X-ray flares
and all but one are classified as great bursts. This is shown in Table 6
where the major PCA events are listed in chronological order with the RF
peak flux. (Weak RF flux for the last two events is not available at this
time.) X-ray peak milliergs (cm2 sec) -1 or the ratio to the quiet sun.
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9
..,...,.. 	 . ,.... _, 	_.. „ ^ T ..^- ..... ...	
_,_.,-...w..«.^^wa^
.^ y+t^F+^ ham„,	 .^.—q^Ma^^-^	 —•R^-,^^r ...	 ,p^.._-	 ,•,ns.^_	 -	 _ ^:.	 r
J	 , 	^ ..	 ..♦ 	 _1'	 .t 4
Date
Flare RF
Peak
X-ray
max
1-CA
db
_
Imp	 CMD
7-07'-66 2B A8 4730 42 we 2.1
8-28-66 3B Eo4 1200 70X 4,o
9-02-66 3B W58 2100 60X 13
5-23-67 2B B25 2300 650 me 11
8000 280 me
5-28-67 3B W33 1540 320 me 3.5
6409-68 3B W08 907 18X 2M5
9.29.68 2B W52 750 490 me 3.4
10-3o-68 3B W37 (l) 128 me 3.9
11-18-68 1B W89 (1) 250 me 7.5
7
(1) Only Western Hemisphere RF Data Available at this Time.
TABIE 6 MAXIMUM VALUES FOR THE RF AND X-RAY BURSTS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE MAJOR PCA EVENTS
The five small PCA or solar proton events that occurred during
periods when space X-ray instrumentation was in operation have been asso-
ciated with X-ray flares. This is shown in Table 7 where we have also
shown the associated peak flux. 	 }
_J
:E
10
14,
cDate
Flare
RF
Peak
X-ray
Max
PCA
dbImp	 CMD
3-164.64 1+ w73 680 No Obs. 0.3
2-05-65 2 W25 97 Vo obs. 1.8
3-24-66 2N w42 475 small. 1.6
6-05-67 2N w58 11 5x 1.1
10-29-67 2B W90 1110 34x Satellite
7-06_68 0 E89 940 280 me Satellite
7-o8-68 3B E59 1630 320 me Satellite
TABLE 7 MAXIMUHi VALUES FOR THE RF AND X-RAY BURSTS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE SMALL PCA EVENTS OR
SATEIIMPE OBSERVED PROTON STREAMS
Table 8 summarizes the sunspot classification on flare day for the
9 major PCA events, the 4 iimall Riometer detected PCA's and the 3 events
detected by satellites t but not observed by ground level techniques. As
stated earlier all but one of the major PCA events are associated with
flares from sunspot groups with a ^ or ^^ magnetic classification on
fl.awe day„ or with a T' conf iguration.
11
I,ar a PCA Flare Day Small PCA Plare La Satellite Only
Mag Mag Mag
Year Class Area db Class Area db Class Area
1964 (5) 0;3
1965 (5) 1.8
1966' 805 2.1 464 1 .6
271 4.0
(411 t§
835 1 .03
19671 1293 11.0 cep 37 1.1 ,81...
710 3.5
1968 107 2-5
.___	 ._ .
E . I,. C27
70 3.4 op 944
O 1014 3.9
$ w.L.(3) 7.5 . a
ll) ft.........4.t.. ..1nnrlPdnnMdnr natmmrj[i^I ;1G YJei 6i .ecUF7 AI . .. i4.v.V ivw+ vvv i..wwwtew:
(2) Spot group reached a maximum area 1246 millionths.
(3) Spot group maximum area 614 millionths at E28.
(4)These 2 events are associated with the same spat group
which had a maximum area 842 millionths.
(5) Sunspot area not available.
TABIE 8 SOLAR PROTON EVENTS .9 SUNSPOT CLASSIFICATION
12
01.3.3	 Ma„ jf= Events Not Followed b Known FCA or Satellite Proton Events
The 24 major events included in the study that were not followed
by a known M, or satellite proton event are summarized in Table 8 with
associated solar phenomena.
Flare
Imp	 No. SWF II IV
cm
RF X-Ray
1	 8 7 7 8 5
2	 2 2 2 2 2.
2B	 5 4 1 3 5 4
3	 4 3 1 1 3.
3B	 5 3 2 2 1 3
Tonal	 24 19 13 10 79 14
TABLE 9 MAJCtR EVENTS WITH ASSOCIATED PHENOMENA,
NOT MLOWED BY KNOWN PCA OR SATELLITE
r
	
DEMLED PROTON EVENTS
Table 9 shows that only 4 of the flares with importance :^- 3 were
accompanied by RF bursts with a peak flux ?" 500 units. In fact, three of
these non PCA major flares with major RF bur t.ets occurred in regions that
produced one or more PCA events.
As stated earlier, thr a of the events included in Table 9 may be
considered as questionable, ono ° ,-,portance 1 flare with a major RF burst,
one importance 3 flare and ono importance 3B flare with no associated
phenomena.
r.
13
.._... o	 -___ _
{i
Flare Da Sunspot Magnetic Classification of the Non PCA Events
The flare day magnetic characteristics of the 24 non PCA events
is shown in Table 10, This shows essentially the same trend that was round
during the analysis of the 19th solar cycle major events. However ) the 'S"
type spot group classification was not introduced until after the earlier
study was completed, consequently no comparison can be made at this time
The magnetic distribution of the major and small, PCA events is
given for comparison in the last two lines of Table 10.
Type Sx;nspot Magnetic Claps
Major Ic^Event EL
Flare > 3 3 0 1 0 1 0
RF Z 500 5 2 2 0 5 1
Units
Flare Z 3
and 0 0 3 0 1 0
RF > 500
'1'QLaJ, i	 v 2 sL.i 0 t^ ^-
Major PCA 0 1 2 1 5 0
Small, PCA {	 2 4 1 0 0 0
TABLE 10 SUNSPOT CLASSIFICATION FOR TEE 40
MAJOR EVENTS ASSOCIATED WITH A
SOIAR REGION
Non PCA Events from Flare Day "s" TM Spot Groups
During the study of the non PCA events associated with 'S" type
spot groups we found that 3 of the events with RF Y* 500 units were from the
14
	 t
6
.	 multiple event region that crossed the solar .,,
 disk between 21 October and
it
4 November 1968. Two of the events occurred before and one after the major
PCA on October 30.
The other two events with RF ? 500 units occurred in the large
sunspot group that crossed the solar disk between 21 February and 5 March
1967. We will show later that this region had most of the characteristics
of a PCA producing region and a solar proton stream would have been
expected.
The major flare - major RF burst event from the "S" type sunspot
IL	 group occurrea at the West Liml in a region 8461 that had produced two
major PCA events. One near the Central Meridian where the spot group was
a-
E	 classified as ^^?f , the other at W58 on 2 September 1966. The spot group
vas classified as a "S " type during the last six days on the visible disk.
The other non PCA "s" type spot group was associated with the
t
importance 3B ;Aare on 16 November 1967 occurred in a spot group that
crossed the solar disk between 12 and 24 November. This spot group was
4
classified as a "S" type from the 14th through the 24th ( no Mt. Wilson
observations 19 through 23 November). Increase in proton flux Ep (0.6-70
L	
Mel) started on the 10th and continued through the 23rd. It is possible
that the HF path phase advance which started at 0600 UT on the 12th may
,t- have been associated with East Limb activity of this region.r
i	 To summarize,. 'we find that 4 of the non PCA events from sunspots
type on flare day occurred in regions that produced major PCA events.
The other 3 non PCA events occurred in regions with other proton
producing characteristics.
^i
15
a	
LIPS
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2.0 MULTIPLE EVENT REGIONS
Nineteen of the 43 major events that we have studied occurred in
six solar reg1 ;ms.
Five of the multiple event•
 regions produced 5 of the 11. r^jocr PM
events (maximum absorption g 2 db) and 3 of the 8 small or satellite detected
solar proton streams.
The other multiple event region had a 'S" configuration during
most of the days during disk passage, and was the source of two major RP
burst but no PCA events were reported.
2.1
The large czaplex spot group that crossed the solar disk between
21 February and 5 March 1967, was reported with a "S" configuration on each
of the 9 days between 23 February at E49 and 3 March at W 59. The region
which was active with surges, loops, and yellow emisst! ,n lines at East
T ^T 1^ re a e n n.ta	 .s the 	 o	 .^ _ J	 C1rrL	 +_.. _ . .m b pa--- ^, aals t  .^ v u.ui n o a a e^gicn v (aV ^vnich produced strong yellow
line emissions at West Limb passage. The region was flare productive with 
57 flares of importance t 1 including 4 importaxce 2B flares on the 22nd
and 23rd February
Based on previous studies a PCA event would be expected during
disk passage.
2.2	 THE SOLAR REGION 82 THAT CROSSED THE SOIAR DISK BETWEEN
1 AND 29 MARCH 19
_ !.1
This, the first active region (McMath 8207) of the 20th solar,
cycle crossed the solar disk between March 15 and March 29, 1966 at N19.
McMath reports that the region covered more than 300 in longitude. date
r	
16
F^
_._---- 
rI.
i^
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leading part of the region is primarily new while the following portion
is probably the return of region 8174 that formed on the visible disk
approximated three days east of the Central Meridian.
The region was the source of four major events; two major solex
bursts associated with flares with importance 3N, one great burst asso-
ciated with an importance 1N flare, and a small PCA that was observed by
Riometers and satellites. The spot group, first seen on March 15 at N21
f
	 E82, increased rapidly in configuration and area to a maximum of 907
millionths on March 19, and was classified by Mt. Wilson as Y or ^' on
all days when it was observed. The region was flare productive with at
t	 ; least 17 flares of importance 2 or greater during disk passage.
The first major event was a great burst on the 15th at 3000 Mc/s
with a peak of 4850 flux units may be subject to some doubt since both
Ottawa at 2800 Mc/s and Sagamore Rill at 2694 Mc/s report peak values very
much lower (95 and 365 flux iLuits, respectively) .
s
The next: major event occurred on the 19th when an importance 3N
flare was acccmpanied by a major RF burst at 3750 Mc/s when the BF peak
flux preceded the flares maxims by at least one minute. This was followed
the next day by another importance 3N flare, a major RF burst at 3000 *Me/s
and an X-ray burst recorded by OGO-1 (Reference 5). The final event from
this region occurred on the 24th at W42 when an importance 2N flare and a
j[	
moderate RF burst at 3750 Mc/s and a small x-ray burst was followed in
about 35 minutes by a small PCA and a large increase in proton counting
r
rate recorded by OGO-1.
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The spectral plots of the RF emissions on the 19th, 20th, and
24th are given on Figure 3. This clearly shows the "U" type character-
istic that has been found for many of the bursts associated with PCA
flare events. Consequently, a proton event should be expected sometime
during tl.e disk passage of the region. (References 7, 22, and 23)
2.3	 THE Two SMALL SA'.	 VON EVENTS ASSOCIATED
WITH REGION 9503
The large sunspot group which crossed the solar disk between 6
July and 19 July 1968 was the source of 32 subflares, 11 minor flares, 3
flares importance 2B and the 3B flare on July 8, all classified as con-
firmed. The importance 1N flare associated with the major RF burst on 6
July (Figure 8) and the importance 3B flare with the great RF burst at 2695
Mc/s and 2800 Mc/s on 8 July (Figure 9) were followed by satellite observed
proton events. These flares were also accompanied by great X-ray bursts
2-12AO observed by Explorers 33 and 35.
It is possible that the solar proton event on the 6th might be
associated with the 2B flare at vf- F s14 i n the sauce region ae.a the UJJUL- uance
IN flare we have chosen based on the major RF burst and Type IV association.
Manila reports a narrow profile impulsive burst at 2695 Mc/s with onset at
0716 UT and peak of 422 flux units at 0716.8 UT. The bursts at other fre-
quencies were all very small and no Type II or Type IV were reported. No
X-ray burst was observed by Explorers 33 or 35 at the time of the 2B flare.
The sunspot was well developed when first seen by Sacramento Peak
at 1438 UT, July 7 and reached maxim= area of 1246 millionths on the 9th
indicating a potential proton region. In addition, the spectral plot of the
major RF emissions on the 6th and 8th had the "U" shape characteristic
18
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Lassociated with many RF proton events. However, none of the other flares
from this region are associated with major RF bursts (although complete RF
data is not available at this time) and no flares with importance > 2B
1'U	
were reported after Ju when the spatp	 9 ly	 p group reached its maximum area and
was at E41.
2.4	 THE VERY ACTIVE REGION 9740 THAT CROSSED THE SOLAR DISK BETWEEN
This large complex spot group was reported as a e (P2( spot 23
through 26 October and with a "S" configuration 27 October through 2
November with a maximum area of 1014 millionths on 30 October.
This region is the return of 996 2 that was the source of an
importance 2B flare and great burst at 2695 Mc/s on 28 September. The
returning region was the aource of at least three major bursts at centi-
meter wavelengths with great X-ray bursts, and one flare with importance
3B.
f
T hiQ iwp%rta.nc^ 3B f ? °,r° :.*aa f oll rl^.. ed a1^ r it 13 ho r s later by
j	 a PCA which reached an absorption of 3.9 db on the Thule Riometers. This
proton event was also recorded by the Vela and OGO satellites.. The event
continued through 2 November with several resurgences due to flares in the
region.
The RF bursts on the 27th ) 29th and 31 October are shown on
Figures 11, 12, and 13. All three of these bwcsts show ;tong PCA type
!	
characteristics. The spectral plots, Figure 14, show similar characters
istiJ!s often found with radio noisy regions, however, a clear U shape is
not present in the available data. OF data associated with the 3B flare
and associated major PCA are not available at this time.)
i
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)N 8818 THAT CROSSED THE SOLAR2.5	 THE
AND 1 JUNE
This multiple event region was the source of major RF bursts,
on 20 and 21 May. A great RF and X-ray burst on the 23rd associated with
a 2E flare followed by the largest PCA absorption since the start of the
20th solar cycle. The final major event from this region occurred on May
28, when an importance 3B flare, major RF burst and a large X-ray emission
was Followed in about an hour by a PCA event.
}
A detailed discussion of this region is given in Reference 23
and will not be repeated here.
2.6
	
THE MULTIPLE EVENT REGION 8461 THAT CROSSED THE SOLAR DISK
BETWEEN 23 AUGUST AND 4 SEPTEMBER l
This multiple event region was the source of 2 f3xAres with
importance 3B, large RF bursts, and X-ray emissions. Both of these flares
were followed in less than an ho(ir by major PCA's. The second event was
followed in 2 days by an importance 3N flare and major RF burst at the
West Limb
The area of the sunspot group increased slowly to a maximum area
of 842 millionths on 31 August then decreased rapidly as it approached the
West Limb. A	 configuration was first reported on 30 August and the
configuration probably persisted through 4 September at the West Limb. 	 -'
2.6,,1	 The PCA Event 28 &Es
The RF time history at 2800 Mc/r on 28 August is shown on Figure
5 together with the times of associated phenomena. All but one of the re- 	 ?k
porting observation give a time of flare maximum following the time of the
RF peak flux by 2, 3, 10, and 11 minutes. X-ray data from Explorer 33 give
the time of peak emission, 4 minutes after the time of RF peak.
20
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2.6.2	 The PGA on 2 September 1966
-The second major event started with the importance 3B flare at
r	 0541 on 2 September followed in about 20 minutes by a PCA with the greatest,i
absorption since the event on 12 July 1961. One observatory reported a
a
,F
}
time of flare maximum 4 minutes before the time of the RF peak. The other
reported times of flare maximum were 1, 2, 61, 7, and 16 minutes after the
time of the RF peak flux, while the time of the X-ray maximum followed the
time of the RF peak by 2 minutes.
2.6.3	 The Importancen 3N Flare and Major RF Burst on 4 September rrrr^3266
This final event associated with Region 8461 started with an
importance 3N flare at 0405 UT and the RF burst at 3750 Mc/s starting
before 0410. No X-ray emission was reported from Explorer 33. The four
observatories that reported the flare gave times of flake maximum 1, 8,
13p and 20 minutes after the reported time of RF peak flux.
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3.0 ANALYSIS OF SELECTED ISOIATED MAJOR EVENTS
	
3.1	 THE VERY IARGE SUNSPOT GROUP THAT CROSSED THE SOLAR D
This very large magnetically complex sunspot group was extremely
flare productive but produced no flares with importance 2B or greater and
only one major RF burst. The RF burst with a peak flux of 1550 units at
2695 Me/s on 30 March is shown on Figure 2 together with related phenomena
and reported times of flare maximum. The 2N flare at N28 E50 9
 also Pro-
duced a small X-ray burst with the time of maximum coinciding with the RF
peak and flare maximum. The sunspot groin reached a maximum area of 1323
trillionths on 3 Apra.' and was classified as a or ^ ^ throughout disk
passage.
It is felt that a detailed analysis of the sunspot group would
be very profitable in the search for clues that may distinguish proton
producing region from those that do not.
	
3.2	 TH .MAJOR PCA EVENT ON I JULY 1966
Svestka (Reference 28) summarized atf.,veral of the papers that
were presented at the 35th IAU Symposium that were devoted to the develop-
ment of the region and the flare responsible for the proton event on '7
July 1966. The papers pres-;rated at the Symposiums will be published in
Volume 3 of the IQ,SY Annals.
The RF time histories at 2400, 2700, and 3750 Mc/s are shown
on Figure 4 together with the data for the related phenomena.
The spot group first seen on 30 June at E27, retrained very small
until ,Tins► Yuen a rapid increase in area began reaching an area of 682
22
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millionths reported by Sacramento Peak. On the other band, ESSA,
r	 ,
Solnechnyi Bannyi, Roane, and the U.S. Naval Observatory report areas
r between 800 and 1000 millionths on the 6th increasing to approximately
1300 millionths on the 8th, with a '6" configuration forming on July 4
and July 5 when the spot was at about N34 W15, Carrington Longitude 210.
The proton event on the 7th is associated with an importance
2B flare at N35 W48 starting at 0020 UT, with reported maximo)ms ranging
{	 from 0030 to 0052 UT. The onset of the PCA was observed at Shepherds
Bay at 0120 reaching a maximun absorption of 2.5 db by 1300 UT. Protons
E > 100 Mev were detected at balloon altitude at 0110 UT, while a possible
,around level effect may have started at about 0113 UT (Reference 6). The
I T"^
proton event observed by Riometers vertical soundings and VLF propagation
had decreased to less than 0.3 db by 2345 UT on 8 Julj.
Castelli (Reference 7) shows a U shap+ad spectrum. The sunspot
group was relatively quiet during the first sl-x days after it developed
on the visible hemisphere with only sub-flares and flares with importance
/...2 and very minor radio activity. Except fo g, the very rapid growth
starting on the 4th and the development of a 'S" configuration, the PM
and small ground level effect on the 7th would. have been a complete
surprise.
t^
This event is a case where observations of the growth and con-
figuration changes in the spot group lead to a successful warning that an
important event might occur. Sawyer (Reference 27) has compared the
development and decay of this spot group with the graup that produced
the PCA events on 28 August and 2 September 1966. A more detailed analysis
23
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of the sunspot configuration changes From a few hours before to a few
hours after the flares responsible fcr the proton events could be very
valuable.
	
3.3	 THE DMPORTANCE 3B PUM 28 JULY 1966
This major flare occurred in a small aR,P type sunspot group
that was a return of the large spot group which was the source of the
PCA Flare on July 7 during the pre-Aous rotation. The importance 3B
flare on 28 July was accompanied by a moderate RF burst at 3750 Mc/s
(415 flux units) and a small X-ray burst. Both the flare and the X-ray
burst had a slow rise to maximum intensity and a long slaw decay while
the RF rise time was approximately 4 minutes with the time of the RF peak
preceding the time of flare maximum by more than 19 minutes.
	
3.4	 THE SMALL SOIAR PROTON EVFM ON J= 6, 1961
Manley and Goedeke (Reference 25) and Hultiquist (Reference 17)
associate the PCA on June 6, 1967 with onset at 0620, with an importance
'2N flare at 1858 June 5 in the Southern Hemisphere regions; 8829 which had
crossed the Central Meridian ou 13 June. The small ap sunspot group at
.a
Carrington, Longitude 139, has an area of only 37 millionths on the day
of the flare. The flare was accompanied by a very small burst at .2695
and 2800 Mc/s, a weak X-ray burst, a possible weak Wand no reported Type
II or Type IV spectral emissions.
Neither the region or the flares had the characteristics gen-
erally associated with a proton producing region. On the other hand the
Northern Hemisphere region 8831 which crossed the Central Meridian on
June 4th at N26 contained two small and one large complex sunspot group.
4
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The large spot at Carrington Longitude 111 reached a maximum area greater
than 849 millionths on June 4 with a Y magnetic classification. This spot
group was classified as 6 or ^ on five of the six days it was observed
by Mt. Wilson between B13 and W50. The ;large spot grov^p was the source of
14 confirmed subflares. None of the flares caused a SWF with importance
2, and only one flare ( importance IN, at 02M # June 3) was accompanied by
an RF burst > 200 flux units ( 24o unite) at 375 0 Mc/s) in the frequency
_ range 2695 to 3750 Mc/s. This was also the only flare with a Type IT and
Type IV spectral emission.
'
	
	
While neither the Southern or Northern solar hemisphere produced
activity generally considered necessary for a solar proton event, it is
probable that the northern region was the source of the %zll, p:raton
(Ep > 10 Mev) increase detected by Explorer 34, at approximatAy 0900 on
3 ,Tune any. the increases recorded for Ep' 60, Ep> 30, and Ep -7 10 Mev at
about 0700 on June 6. The PCA event on June 6 had a maximum absorption
of 1.1 db on the 30 Mc/s Riometers .
This is another case where a detailed analysis of the spot group
at N24 could be very profitable.
3.5	 THE URGE COMPTZX SUNSP011 GROUP THAT CROSSED THE SOIAR DISK
BETWEEN JULY 23 AND AUGUST 4 1 1967 WITH NO MAJOR EVENTS
The paage region 8905 first seen at the East Limb
with a large and complex sunspot group on July 21, showed all of the
x^{
characteristics of an active and probable proton flare region.
An area of 749 'millionths and a "S" configuration was reported
on the 23rd and two importance 2B flares were reported at 1621 and 2020
UT on the 24th. These fliwes were accompanied by very small RP bursts
EN
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at centimeter wavelengths. By Central Meridian passage 111 subfleres,
37 minor flares were reported in addition to the two importance 2B flares.
The sunspot area had increased to 1668 millioths at 1434 Uf on the 27th
at Ell. The spot slowly decreased in area during the next four days but
remained relatively flare productive with a "S" configuration. Importance
2B flares were reported on July 31 and Augur 1. The flare on the 31st
etas accompanied by weak RF emissions at centimeter wavelength while a
r
burst at 2800 Mc/s with a peak of 225 flux units ut 1731.5 'accompanied
bhe 2B flare on the 1st. The peak Flux preceded the times of the flare
maximum by one to ten minutes based on the four reported times of flare
maximum.
Again wee have a situation where a detailed analysis of the
growth and confi&;ration changes of the spot group should be very valuable.
A summary of flare activity and sunspot changes is given in Table
11. The plage 8905 combined with three smaller plages durlrig passage of
the far side of the sun and returned to the East Limb on 18 August as one
of the largest plage region of the 20th solar cycle (plage 8942).
3.6	 THE VERY LARGER PIA^yRE
AUGUST ^ SErIEMBER
The plage region 8942 was the largest to cross the solar disk
since September of 1963, it was a return of four pla^ges that had crossed
the solar disk during the previous rotation.
The new plage contained six small spot groups with life times
ranging from 4 to 10 days and one large magnetically complex spot group
at Carrington Longitude 87. The sport ' classified by Mt. Wilson as alm
on five days ' X one day and 6 type on four days was the return of a
large grcq,^,,,t in plage 8905.
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Flare Importance NTwi6440 SACP 838
Mag.
Date 1- 1 2 2B Type Area Type
7-21 13 4 0 0
7-22 8 1
7-23 6 1 0 0 s 749 F
7-24 11 6 0 2 - 1358 E
7-25 1.7 13 1*4 0 1354 E
7-26 24 3 2 0 - 1429 E
7-27 23 5 0 0 1668 F
7-28E 4 1 0 0 1617 i"
7-2ER 7 0 0 0 q I
7-29 20 5 O 0 - 1510 F
7-30 10 5 0 0 S 1297 F
731 10 0 ?" 1193 F
8-1 6 2 0 1 848 F
8-2 0 3 0 0 ^' 368 F
8-3 5 1 0 0 249 F
8-4 1 3 13 A
East ill 33 4 2
West 59 24 0 2
Total 170 57 4 4
TABLE 11 SUMMARY CF FLARE DATA AND SIMbPOT
MUGES IN THE REGION 8905
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The region was extremely flare productive from the time it
crossed the East Limb on the 18th. During the first three days most of
the flares were reported in the neighborhood of Carrington longitudes
95 and 89 with approximately 35 subflares, 8 minor Flares, and one flare
with importance 2B at the East Limb. The importance 1N flare at the
East Limb on the 18th caused a major RF burst at 2700 and 28M Mcfs with
a large X-ray burst reported by Explorer 33. Slow drift bursts (Type II)
were reported from meter to dekameter wavelengths. The flare was reported
with maxima ranging from 1958 UT to 2140 UT. Lockheed also reported a
f'.iare maximum at 2215 UT, while Haleakala reported an early maximum as a
subflare at 1912 UT.
At 1610 UT on 20 .August Sacramento Peck reports an importance
2N flare at N20 E64 (L88) from th$.s spot group with an explosive phase
at 1611 and partial umbral coverage.
The flare activity continued to increase with both subflaares
and minor flares concentrated around Carrington Longitudes 87 and 80.
Several importance 2B and ?.B flares were reported in the large spot
group on the 29th and 30th, but none produced associated major events.
The complex sunspot gro*^;p at longitude 87 reached a maximum area of 945
millionths - while the other spat group (<L,80) remained very small.
3.7	 THE MAJOR RF BURST ON OCTOBER 29, 1967
The RF burst on October 29th is associated with an importance
2H at 'the West Limb in a sunspot group that crossed the East Limb on the
18th at N11 Carrington Longitude 26. The spot group waa small at the
East Limb and.increased in area very slowly until it approached the West
"Lim when rapid growth started reaching an area of 724 millionths on the
J
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27th, at W54, ( Carrington Longitude 32) the importance 2B flare at 2347
UT on the 29th at the West Limb was accompanied by major bursts at 17,000'
9400, and 3750 Mc /s with an impulsive increase to peak flux of 1110 units
at 3750 Mc/s. Flare maximum were reported ranging from 2405 to 2415 UT,
following the time of RF peak by a minimum of 18 minutes to a maximum of
28 minutes.
An X-ray burst 34 times background was recorded by Explorer 33,
starting at 2330, with a complex structure and peak at 2404 UT. A short
wave fade with sudden onset at 2342 ,  maximum importance 2 at 2346 UT.
Ano*,her major RF bursa started at 0046 on the 30th ( 3750 Mc/s)
with a peak flux 540 units at 0115 UT. The. region remained very active
as it crossed the West Limb with loop prominence and bright yellow line
.
corona emissions and minor limb flexes through the 31st.
This region was probably the source of the minor proton event
which br^;an at approximately 0750 UT on November 2 when the region was
about 30 de&xees behind the West Limb of the sun.
3.8	 THE MAJOR RF BURST ON 2 JANUARY 1268
This major RF burst reported by the Manila Observatory is asso-
ciated with an importance 1B flare at the East Limb. Van Allen (Basic
Data 2, IER-FB -287) reported a great X-ray burst with the maximum at 0524,
approximately one minute after the RF peak and flare maximum. This X-ray
burst was the most intense since the May 1967 events. The RF burst time
history with times of the other phenomena are shown on Figure 6.
The flare occurred in a large sunspot group that reached a
maximum area of 783 millionths on the 6th. The spot was classified as
29
type on the 4th, 5th, and 6th. However, the region did not produce
any major activity during disk passage.
3-9, 	 THE MAJOR RF BURST AT 2695 Mc / s ON 29 JANUARY 1968
The RF burst associated with an importance 1B flare at N14 E28
was the only outstanding activity from the very large sunspot group that
crossed the solar disk between 24 January and 5 February. The spot was
classified as a 'S" type on 31 January and ! V r on 2, 3, and 4 February.
This was the largest sunspot group to date in the 20th solar cycle with
a maximum area 2229 millionths on 2 February. A peak flux of 710 units
was reported by Sagamore Hill at 2695 Mcls while Ottawa at 2800 Mc/s and
Pennsylvania at 2700 Me/s, reported lower peaks of 450 and 398 flux units,
respectively. A small X-ray burst was observed by Explorers 33 and 35
with the time of maximum approximately 4 minutes after the flare maximum
and RF peak.
— A detailed analysis of this spot group as well as the group
d	 tresponsible for the mayor RF burst on 2 January  shoal be carried ou .
3.10
	
THE, PROTON EVENT OV 9 JUNE 1968
The small but complex sunspot group that crossed the solar disk
between 2 and 13 June 1968 reaci.::d a maximum area of only 373 millionths
on the 4th. Except for the importance 3B flare and PCA on the 9th, the
region was the source of very little activity during disk passage. 	 '!
The RF time history is shown. on Figure 7.	 Figure 7A show a
plot of the hourly average of the proton counting ra`,e from Explorer 34
for proton energies > 10 Mev,	 30 Mev, and > 6014ev. This shows an	 f
extremely sharp rise starting at 1000 W, 9 June ap proximately 90 minutes
after the start of the flare. 9
r "i
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Two of the observatories reported the flare maximum time before
the time of the RF peak while 6 observatories gave flare maximum 3, 4, 6,
13, and 14 minutes after the RF peak time.
3.11	 THE MAJOR RF BURST ON 28 SEPTEMBER 1968
This major RF burst at 2695 Mc/s with onset at 07+7.5 UT,
I I
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September 28, is associated with an importance 2B flare that started at
0720 with reported times of maximum intensities ranging from 0740 to
0815 and late maximum at 0843 and 0859. No spectral Type II or Type IV
was reported. A small X-ray burst was reported by Explorers 33 and 35
with a peak value 13 times the quiet sun with a very slow rise and decline.
This event is associated with a small cAp spot group with a maximum area
of 309 millionths on the 30th at E37. Neither the spot group or the
region activity had any of t {e characteristics generally associated with
a proton producing region.
3.12	 THE PCA AND HIGH ENERGY PROTON EVENT ON ?9 - SEPTEMBER 1968
This proton event has been associated with an importance 2B
flare in a sunspot group with a maximum area of 462 millionths on 22
September reported by Sacramento Peak, while the Rcme Observatory gives
an area of 708 millionths on the 20th. The sport started breaking up into
a string of small spots by the 26th and the exea had decreased to 70
millionths on the 29th. The RF time history at 2695 Mc/s and 2800 Mc/s
is shown on Figure 10 together with the associated solar phenomena.
While the first reported time of flare maximum (5 minutes after the start
of the flare and X-ray burst) coincides  with the time of the RF peak flux,
the X-ray burst has a relatively slow rise to peak intensity, one minute
31
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Eafter the second reported time of flame maximum.
The first indication of a proton event came from a balloon
flight over Iceland where protons > 100 Mev were reported starting at
1650, less than 40 minutes after the start of •t,he flare. This was fol-
lowed by an increase in proton flux by OGO-3 at 1700.' Alaskan Riometers
observed the start of the PCA at 2000 Ur with a maximum absorption of
3.4 db at 2140 and recovery at 04 .00 the next day, while OGO-3 still
recorded protons > 20 Mev 3X normal background at 0645 UT.
3.13
	
THE LARGE POIAR CAP ABSORPTION EVENT ON 18 NOVEMBER 1968
The sunspot group that was the probable source of this PCA
event and an increase in the neutron monitor count at Deep River was
relatively quiet until it approached the West Limb. The spot group
increased rapidly in area to a maximum area of 614 millionth at E28 on
9 November with a fairly constant area through t17 13th (data not avail-
able 14 through 16 November). Mt. Wilson reports a "$" configuration
from the 8th through the 17th.
The increase in neutron monitor count, the proton counting
rate by the Vela satellite, and deep space probes Pioneer 8 and 9, started
between 20 and 50 minutes after the start of the optical flare. A maXimum
absorption of 7.5 db reported by the Fort Churchill Riometer at 2000 UT on
the 19th with a return to normal approximately 24 hours later. A detailed
analysis of this event including the growth of the sunspot region should
be very valuable when sufficient data becomes available.
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TAULE 1 WMMAMY KWFI SOLAR ACTIVITY 1880W
.1 W k lane 34F II IV RP X-Ra y p0A Keelags ^^lass Area
Are
Arcs 11 dt Q:
lAlr It "L13 Al11/1 Dkm/lv 6800 No Report RICMO 716;3 Not AV&JIADIe 194 +14 lh 1OF
Amfj A7J m/3 0/1 2800 We 3stellite
0.3 db
rm ho Dla/2 Dftll 97 he Report dat.0 7661
1
96 151 165 +18 Lh 1(10
10) 4 25 m13 2800 V.0/0 Mariner +1
1.8 db
1117 013 No No No 9800 No No 8131 6 or fly 288 323 226 +25 to NA
H19 E27 3000 Mc/a Nev -13
3115
3/1
/13
No No No ap 133 -1 NA
020 bT5 C 48500MO/r
3/19 3140 313 No No 8450 No No fly 873 907 146 -1 to NA
Nat E33 dyd. Observing 3750 Mo/s -5
3/2L 2Bt Of 3/3 No No 1875# 53	 me No 8207 /3y 816 +1 to NA
t+21 t16 3000 Mc/s -15
3/24 2N .l/2+ m/1 m/l 475 small Blom
^y
7464
-5 to 0h 35m
NK 5.42 3750 Me/e Sstellit
1 ,6 db
3 13E 21 3/3 Wm/3 Dkm/2 15500 No No 8223 fly 767 13,93 336 +1 to NA
N2'9 E'50 2695 Mole -5
7/01 2B 0/3 m12 Dkm/3 4730+ 42 we RIOM 8362 fly 805 805 209 +8 to On 53'0
N35 Si48 m/- 3750 Mc/s 2.1 db +2
7/28 38- No Dloe/2 DIN/R+ 415 13X No 8413 :nap 102 137 2w -1g to NA
N36 633 3750 Mc/s net. -Ei4
8362
0118 Of J!34 M/3+ m/3 12000 70X RICH fly 271 1% 0 to lh 00m
N22 E0 D6/3 Dk-0/2 2800 Mc/e 4 DB -16
9/02 3B! JL/3 m/2 No 21000 6OX Blom 8461 6 385 842 183 +4 to oh 19m
t"22 U56 3750 1+c/s 13 ab
9/04 3N0 8/3 m13 m/v 9050 No No 6 110 J 185 +1 to NA
N20 u90 3750 We -20
10109 3N0 No No No 35 No No 8530 Fly' 120 162 359 -1 to NA
N21 E00 3000 MC/5 -5
1/11 3B- No No No 4 No No 8632 up 11 Been 11 to 244
-79 NA
326 %47 3750 Me/a 13 only
1/12 1F SL/2 m/2 No 5500 6X No 6631 or 61 195 274 2 NA
N16 u90 3750 Mc/a -8
1/28 No Hessonable Solar Region 10 1nc 0 NA
Neutron
7 db PCA
2/02 No Reasonable Soler Region 2.50 NA
2/13 3B 0/1+ m/3 D)W/2 50 12X No 8687 ap 3 Bean 12, 132 -11 to NA
H21 H10 2800 Mc/s 13 only -21
2/27 2N S/2+ 0/3 Dkm/3 5600 32X No 8704 6 1390 1381 299 +6 to HA
N27 902 2800 MC/5 +1 -24
3/04 5/1+ m12 No No No 6704 ^aj 292 0 NA
N 4 u68
53^ ^/s 2t
3/11 No Reasonable Solar Region VLF* HA
tg'
1.2 db KA
3/22 0/3
No No 13X No 8740 fly
160 6o
o 288 -1 NA
324 968 1500 286
2800 MC/2
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ri=
i
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7A6I.E 1 SUMMARY MAJOR SOLAR ACTIVITY 19941406 (CONTIV
Date l7are 8wlr n IV RP X-Ray PCA Put?
Hag
Class Area
MAX
Area L At AT
1
oopt -d)
5/20 1D 8/1 0/3 Dkm/3 730 5% No ap 144 209 24} +1 to NA
P23 E51 2800 He/s +2 +7
5/E1 23
8/2 M/3 m/3 830- 180 me No gp 163 186 244 .2 NA
139 2800 Ho/n
5/23 28 BL/3 m/3 0/3 '2300* 650 me lldb* 6818 6 1293 1361 223 40 to Oh 51m
N30 M 8/3 D613 06/3 8000
2800 HC/s
280 me sst. -4 411 280
5/20 31io 0/3 Dlam/2 No 1540* 320 me 3.5 db* 6' 710 1381 223 +3 t0 lh 15m
028 W33 3750 He/s sat. P.B. -4
6105 24 -/1 No No it 5X RICH* 8829 ap 37 279 199 +17 to 12h Oda
618 W56 2800 He/s Complex sat. (6106) -7 -3
Structure 1.1 db
8/18 IN 0/2+ m/2 No 740* 1$X Na 8942. E.L.
H25 E90 BL/2 2800 Ho/s
10/29 2B 8/2 No No 1110* 349 gatellite 9034 Pt 81 724 28 -4 to
N10 W90 3750 W/O -2 -28
11116 313* 8/2 No No 26 No No 9073 6 687 691 39 -19 to
N12 E35 2700 He/m +1 -26
1/02 IB 8/2 4km/2 No 1728* 460 No 9345 Q[ 383 tO3 91 2 to RA
622 E89 2695 He/s -8
1/29 8/1+ m/3 No 771' 12X No gx% RV L%4 2229 165 01 to NA 
N14 928 Ho/.s
6109 3B* 5L/3 iio 11/3 907* I RICH 9429 Y 107 373 246 lb 3 0
514 Wog Skx/- :2695 H6/s 1& Exp, 34 -5
2.5 db
7/06 OL/2+ ,lo 0/3
9495
280 me Exp. 34 9503 ^p EL 1246 159 +7^2 to 6b 170
I14 )40/5
17/08 38* S/3+ m/3 m13 1630* 320 me 0sall 9503 flP 944 -31 to 126 55mN13 E59 alas/3 2695 He/s Exp. 34 -21
9/28 2B SO No No 2350* 13X No 9692 ap 244 305 178 +12 to 0A
018 E38 0695 He/s -67
9/29 25 8/2 dke/3 dkm/3 750* 490 me RICH 9678 70 462 259 0 to oh 44m
N16 W52 2695 Ho/s sat. 3.4
1(+4727 1B nh
8L^/3+
No m/2 700* 5q me
88
No 6 829 0 to
2B
817 916
m/9 716•
2695 Hais
me -35
-1 to
818 E18 -40
10/29 in No No m13 3900* 9740 6 719 1014 172 -5 to lh 35m
814 W14 2800 Mc/s
Rat,
10/30 3B- 8L/2+ m/2 14/1 128 we sat, 9692 (6) 1014 13h 21m
01", W37 dkm/2 RICH
10/31
3.9 db
10/31 2B SL/l+ No m13 890" 79 me PCA cont. 6 858 -1 to
814 W50 7700 He/a to 11/02 ) -2
11/18 11w 8/3 dm/3 dm/3 Not 250 me RICH 9760 (6) WL 6 3c 345 0h 20m
'021 WA9 Available Satellite a,
Pioneer
7.5 db
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YABL12 MAJOR DOLAR EVENT$1644.1661, $AMC DATA
•
Gua. start/Max
Onset Obs.
Durat/Imp.
Aaut Obs.
Durat/Imp,
Type of Major Activity Date. start Max	 Isp tico Position Type/Imp/04r► . rreq Rame Rapp Oaut/wx/gX/N•erp
1964
Major p event rZ'10MC/0 aril proton 3/16 1553 1600 OrrA 3+ 1556/ 1625 1557.5/, 1604.5/$ .
event, 31/7/94
21/41 20.4111I608 CUD( 1+
1611 HCMA 2	 1+ 102 005 673
1645 MCMA 2 1557.7/$ 1605/H
1NI.RMA 2+ 2207-/7$0 320.180
UCCL H
1965
300,11 polar cap absorption. 2/05 1750 1UO61	 ACP 2 1800) OWN
1810 MCMA 2+	 : 1St NOB W25 17/2 10013
1810 CUa 2 14-41 320.100
1810/B
22/41
1966
Major nt burst at 3000 Me/a reported 1.17 102$ 1045 CATA 14 None Rep. No Ube. No Obs. None Reported.
by HHI and nD, 1109 ATBN 28
1113 VM 3B A spectral diagram for this
1123 OKLH 2P 141 $19 227 event based on 19 single fro-
••	 KANZ 28 queacy bursts 23 Mc/4 to 9500
-• HM 2 MCA shown rig.
-•	 MAN IF (ice. Bul, 0o. 20)
large
	
bust reported by I(BD at 7.15 166 1638 11UAN 111 16)8/16►$ 7640/R ".ra Rep. None Reported,	 Probably ao
3000 Me/$ peak flux may be qusstioo- 1638 0t1A 2B $/l/1^ 9•^j3 observations,
able but region very active and Ow 1639 0001 SH	 IN 60 N23 Z73 310-110
source of the next three avant$. 16" MCMA
1653 M111
IS 5 2
7/8
1712 SACP
31.1?1
lArge NP burst 3750 Mc/a importance 3.19 0337 0344 SIM 2MJ 0340/01, None Pep, Sydney Obs, Hoot Reported.	 Probably no
311 flare. 03n KODA 3B	 3N 110 021 231
	 ?i 8/3/35 obser-ations
03	 MAOT 30
0348 CULO 4B
Large AZ burst 3000 Me/$. 3.20 0924 0955 Am 2B 0.55,/1002 No Obs. No Ott. 0952/0957/-/530
MT AACZ 3B 8/3/25
0957 CATA 2B
0958 0@i M 3N 158 021 916
1000 NIZV 3B
1003 LCCA 3N
IOU WEND 35
-.	 02M 3
KAOZ 2B„
.L-.all PCA 1,6 db Onset 	 0300 Vr. 3.24 OL25 0236 KODA 2N 0225/0235 0234/CUW 0030/cuw 0228/0238/-/48
Also observed by O00 and Imp 0238 KM 2B 2N 109 020 W42 3/2+130 19/1 293/1
satellites 0242 KINI 3B
--	 VORO 2r
70.250 70-250
Major KF burst at 2700 Me/s (3091) 3-30 1241 1149 MEAN 2N 1245/1253 1253/DCUL 1307/SOUL No observations.
1250 MOW 1B 8/3/50 8/3 103/3
1252 ATHN 2B 19-41 19-41
1255 HW1N -' 2N 106 N28 E50
1327 MW IN
1333 SACP 211
7340 LOCH IM
FCA event and great burst at 3750# 7-07 0020 0030 BALE 3B 0025/0026 0038/C= 0053/BOIJL 0025/0042/28/42 	 .
2700 mod 2400 Mc/s. 0036 I= 2N 8/3/184 36/2 70/3
0041 MANX 2B	 2B 139 035 Woo 10.250 20-41
oo43 SACP 2B
oo47 IKCH 2B 0042/CULA
0052 CUTA 2B 70/-
I
10-250
Flue iwpertsnce	 B. 7.28 2213 2240 !'_^k! 
3S^
Nor- Rep. 2338/I#OJL 2330/BOUL 2215/2324/13/-
2305 SACP B 13/2 100(2+ long decay
2310 MANI 3B	 39 156 N36 233 20-29 19.41
2325 MCMA 3B
2332 HALE M
2345 SKCM 2B
Major RF burst at CH wavelength. ,6-20 1522 1527 ATHN 2B 152411530 1531/NARV 1527/WV 1522/1531/70/-
1529 MCMA 3B s/3+/96 17/3+ 13/3
1530 IACA 2B	 3B 278 N22 E04 150. 25 320- 50
1530 IAOK 2B
'530 LACY 2B 1530/Ban 1547/SOUL
.'}37 3ACPF 17/3 122/2+#2
1`038 WEND	 B 14.11 41.21-11
Flare importance 3B, great burst at 9.02 0)41 0;51 TACB 3N . 053510543 0554.5/BYD None Rep. 0546/0558/601-
3000 #'M 3750 MeA 0552 MANI 2B BL/3/135 19.5/2
0550 ABSf 3B	 35 255 N22 W58 250-10
0602 CAPS 3D
M03 UZA 36
0611 CUTA BB
Flare importance ?a, and major butst 9-04 0405 0+ 19 t1ATI
 3131
04• ./0412 0413 .0/3YD 0413,5/SYD No®r5 11:j. TM,;,tA. Fxylorer 33-
at 3750 Me/a- 026 HALE	 3N 74 N20 W90 8/3/123 28/3 44.5/Weak
04,71 TACK 2F 250-10 250-10
0438 CUIO 1N
Importance 3N flare. 10-09 1045 UO'. KIEV 3N Now Rep. No Obs. No Obs. No Report.
'102 WM 3N
1105 CATA 2B
CAPS 3N 
- 3N 90 021 E00
AACE 0
ONDR IF
ATHM 2B
KHAN tN
1)
1
Small FCA with nax, absorption	 '.th 1839 1844 mop -1 SIB 658 1857/- None Rep. None flap. 1839/1945/5X/.
vasat at 0620 Ur on 6 June.,
RHCHi.
-/1/25 Complex Structure,
1937	 B 2N 118
1238 LACK 2i:
1939 SACP 2B
-- :RUN  2H
Largo PF k;-st at 2800 and 2700 Ho/e. 8/18 1902 1912 RATS -N N24 E89 1958/2021
1958 LACK 2N 0/2+/61
1958 MCMA -N
2 '" °026 HALE in 21301W-AV N=a nap,
3027 SACP N 21/2
2956 NAIL 1N 1N 243 M25 E86
2100 LACK 2N 2133/CULA
2105 SACP IN 7.5/1
30-300
2131 2136 SACP -N 2120/2133/18/-
2138 MAMA IS N25 E91 2120/2131 21341/SOUL
I
2140 LOCK 2N . 3i./2-/120 23,2/D
28-41
Lp.'__w^® 2215 IOCK 2H
(1) De'taiL Dat6 For Major Events Jan thru Ray 1967. given In mu n2port .;
4O
r._	 t	 ^,, 7r, _	 _
TABLE 2A RF ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH EVENTS TABLE
r.:
1966 f Obs . Start Peak
Dura.
Min.
Peak
Flux.
'^ 4
Milt.
.1-17 3000 HHID 1010 1110 270 980 +25 to -13
NEDH 1032 1111 175 918
.	 3_15' 3000 NEDH 1636.5 1637.1 3.5 4850 -1
2800 OTTA 1636.5 1637.4 3 95
2694 SGMR 1636.3 1637 32 365
3-19 3750 NAGO 0338 o342.8 20 845 -1.2 to -5.2
3-20 3000 NEDH 0952.7 0955.8 17 1875 +0.8 to -15.2
3-24 3750 NAGO 0226 0230.7 14 475 -5.3 to -11.3
3-30 2800 OTTA 1248 1250 > 70 500 +1 to -5
2695 Sw 1245 1249.9 25.25 1550
2690 PENN 1244.3 1247.5 179.5 Great Burst
NAGO 0026 0037.5 33 4730 +7.5 to -14
(
3,750
2700 OTTA 0025.9 0037.8 3.5 2650
a
^' 2400 HODS 0025.5 0037.5 33.5 3420
7-07 13750 NAGO 0059 olo2.4 14 770
2700 OTTA 0059.5 0103 13 680
2400 HOUS 0059 0102 Sunset 1200
3790 NAGO 0113 017-9.3 36 815
2700 OTTA 0112 07420 37 770
L 2400 H(3US Sunset
7-28 3750 NAGO 2214 2221.1 150 415 -19 to -84
800 OTTA 2214 2218 105 135
8-28 30«^ NEDH 1521.4 152,-:: ` 59 1000 o to -16
2800 OTTA JSF2 152( 53 1200
2700 PENN 1521.4 1527.1 108.`r 608
2695 SGMR 1521.8 1526.8 95.2 965
9-02 3750 NAGO 0544 0556 46 2100 +4 to -16
3000 NEDH 0545.5 0555 115 2300
9-04 3750 NAGO - 0410 0417.5 >17 905 -1.5 to -20.5
10-09 3000 NEDH 1045 1059.6 18 35 -1.4 to -5.4
1-05 4800 OTTA A4u V94Z ? r - i
2800 OTTA 1915 1950 195 11
2695 Sw 1917.7 1941.5 121 13
8-18 2800 OTTA 2120 2129 16 740 =7 to -11
2700 PENN 2119.3 2129 12.6 575
2695 Sw 2125 2125.9 6.5 90
41
r
PLANS DATA $
Date
Rua. tema /Max
M	 s.	 La"SAM e.
Durat/Imp.	 post/Imp.
Type of Nyar AetiriLy (Comet3 Start )Lx	 BAS	 lap	 tiao	 Pasitioa Type/Imp/Pura. Prey,Rang.+	 Raogo Caset/Has/"/N•srgs
Large W buret at 37" Me/s. 10/29 2346 2151 UUCP• 1B 23421!346 Nowt Rep,	 Noce nep. 2336/24.1./3-1.
24(15 CRON •N 3/2/86 "orl lox Structure.
2410 NON•N	 eB	 69	 H10 W90
2412 HALL 2B
V4+5 LOCK 25
P1Are importance 30 11116 2124 214) HALE 39 2137/2150 None Rep.	 Ncne Rep. none Hepertel.
21A4 5WL 35 3/P-138 CULO Observing
2144 000 2838	 514	 $12 M,35
2202 SOUL 30
2	 HOU3 2B202
+1Q^
Major RP buret at 2695 Ne/s largo 1.02 0315 0523 CRON 1B 0101/0522 ce0521/CVLO	 No	 Rep, 0520/0524/10/460X-ray burst. CUIO 111 B1 01 15/2 Explorer 33,35
0331 AB:Ir 1B	 1B	 29	 822 E09 30.10 MCA
MAXI 2B
TACO IN
major RP burst at 2675 Me/s. 7,-29 1537 15390
=1
1538/1544 1540/NARY	 None Rep, 1537/1543/12/-
RB	 1B	 21	 P14 C28 8/1./21 7/3 Explorer 33,35
1540 Ht" 1B 300-30
1531 152 CM 1• 11-	 29	 M14 912
).512 HTPR 1B
Pleve Importance B	 increased proton 6-09 0830 0848 1drA 2B OG40/1000 Now Rep.	 0839/WEI3 0934/o901/1BX/-
count. by oxplorer 34, and KA absorp- 0050 HUI 2N SL13/I 61/3
tion at Alaskan dtations. OB54 CRON 3B 580.300
0655 HIFN 38
o855 Harr 3B P30	 170	 814 WOB 0900/s mw
0657 WA 4B 10-
30.10-0904 I= 25
090] KHAR 4"
UCCL 4B
Major burst at 2695 Me/a and great 7-06 0943 0944 CARR -H 0948/1010 None Rep.	 0944,6/WEI3 0941/0950/120%/280
X-ray burst
	 Explorer 33, 35+ 0946 3L/2./32 19.4/3Solar protons )10 Nov Explorer 34, 0954 ARCS 2P	 111	 87	 N14 E89 580-30
0955 CATA ID
0957 CAHR ID
MT CAPS 2B
Importance 38 hare, great RP burst 7-0 1705 1723 HALE 30 1706/1710 1710/WV	 1708.6/WEIS 1708/1721/15OiX/320
2695, 270, 2800 Me/a,	 Great x-ray 1725 df"A 3B 3/3./205 22/3	 36,4/3
burst. 1725 CA}Bi 31	 3B	 220	 $13 E59 530-10	 30-30
1727 DOUL 38
1728 HOUI 38 1708.6/WETS	 1730/20V
1733 WEND 3B 36,4/3	 16/3
300-30
	
580-30
Also 0m BOUL and SW
Fa3or RP burst at 2695 Mc/8 9-28 0720 0740 ,Row 2b 07WO830 How Rep., WEIR Observing 0718/0629/13/-
5
53 TACH 2N A/31150 0640 to 1715 ur Very slow rise and decline.
CAPR IN
0804 ABST B
0805 TACH 2N	 28	 195	 318 E38 +
0806; CHLA 23
0812 CRON 2B
0815 CATA 20
CAPE 2D
008
8543
mm
0740 CRON 2B
Mejr RP burst 2800, 7700, and 2695, 9-29 1616 1621 OUAN 2D 161911621 162615 Wi	 1636.2/SOUL 1619/-/-/490
PCA. and Satellite solar protons. 1623 OWi' 2B 5/2/59 10/.	 13.8/3 Exporer 37, 8-204',	 Event
1623 3ACp 2B	 2D	 96	 H16 W52 10-30	 10-30 lasted 12 minutes, time of
'- MCNA 0 - max. not glwen.
-	 RAIZ 2B 1626.6/BOUL i616/ib24/22/-
1626 CARR IN 10/3 Exporer 33, 35•
	
7-+2A'
10.30
Major RP burst at 2695 and 2800 Me/s, 10-27 1232 1236 CAIN 2B 1236/1241 Now Rep.	 1307/WETS 1234/1243/24/57
1236 CARR -N S/3/- 147/2.
1237 OUR 18 30.580
1238 ABSF In
1239 CATA 28	 lB	 208	 317 E16
.1235/1335 1312/BOUL 1307/1341/34/88
1251 CANR -N SL/34190 219/3 Slow rise, slov decline.
1255 CATA -B 30-300
1303 CANR -N
1311 CRIM 2B
124o
1321C
	 2N 1245/1335 1330/1MRV
23 tj 2N SL/3+/3-90 30/3
1371 WEND 31	 2B	 180	 SIB E18 30-580
1540 SACP 2B
140 CATA 2B
Great burst 2695, 2800 Me/s. 10-29 1515 1521 SACI -N None Rep. None Rep.	 1515.7/6'623
1558 16o3 Ba1L L'N
	
IN	 73	 314 W14 23.3/3
3605 SACP IN J 580-300
1516/H,,%RV
31/3
580-300
1516/HARV
22/3
30-30
Imports=* B flare PCA and solar, 10-30 2339 2358 HAY 3B ?l^til/ 355 2359/CUTA	 21+02.5/CUIG 2341/2417/42/128protons. 2412 MAN1 3B YI' Al	 314 K37 4I./2./198 6/2	 32,5/12413 M1TN b1/ 30-30	 300-30
240/CULL
5/2
10.30
Major RF burst 270 Me/ a. 10-31 2229 2241.	 Ott 224612317 2247/HARV 2236/2306/22/79
2302 ratlE L	 ^;M	 pf-.1	 014 W50 31/1.131 28/2
230 W(ti a 580-30
2247/WV
300-30
Solar protons and FCA event. 11-18 1027 1030 CATA 1818	 N21 W89	 1028/1029 1026.5/b'EIS liz6.5/WETS 1026/1057/]10/250
1035 Farr 1D	 3/3/86 38.5/3 23.5/34CC-150 400-150
42
J_
,. a
J{,
I
	
r
9
i
`I
it
i
^J
.I
b
'r
e
i
TABLE 2 MAJOR SOLAR 4Y4NT6 1864 . 190, BASIC DATA ICONT'D)
'2ABTI 2A RF ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH EVENTS TAKE (coat 1d)
n^
^f
u
f
1G^^
F
i
L
w
.	 a
r..
i
t
i
i;
4.
K-
L
(cout'd) ! Obe. Start Peak
Dura.
Min.
Peak
Flux
/A t
Min.
10-29 3750 NAOO 2343 2346.6 35 1110 -4.4 to -28.4
3750 NAGO 2446 2515 190 54o
11-16 2700 PENT. 2134 2134.2 10 26 X8.8
L968
1-02 2095 MANI 0521.4 0522.7 15.6 1728 0 to -8
1-29 2800 OTTA 1537 1539 5 450 0 to -1
2700 PENN 1536.3 1538.8 4.3 398
2695 SGMR 1537.9 1538.8 7.9 710
6-09 2695 MANI 0839.7 0851.4 30 907 +3 to -3.3
7-06 2695 SGMR o942.8 0949.8 25.5 86o +5.8 to -7.2
MANI o941.5 0944.9 12.5 940
7-08 2800 OTTA 1704 1712 43 1380 -11 to -21	 .
2700 PENN 1705.6 1712.2 32.2 990
2695 SGNR 1702-5 1712 46.5 1630
9-28 2695 MANI 0747.5 0751.5 12.5 2350 +12 to -407
9-29 2800 OrTA 1616 1621 34 580 0 to -2.5
2700 PENN 1615.2 1620.6 17.2 445
2695 SGMR 1615.9 162o.5 26.1 750
2800 OTTA 1232 1236 20 570 +4
2695 Sri 1231.6 1236 23.4 700
10-27
2800 OTTA 1306.0 1319.5 25 610 +40
2695 SGMR 13o6.2 1318.8 28.8 710
10-29 2800 QTTA 15157 1523 80 3900 +2
2700 PENN 1515.8 -- 6o.8 819
26;95 SGW 1515.9 1519.2 37.4 6o4o
1030 Data Not Available
10-31 2700 PENT 2247 2252 10 570 +8
2257 2301 18 890 -2
11-18 Data Not Available
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(1) Detail Data For Ih,tor Events Jan thru thy 1967. Given in :ED Report
	
00.1145
GOLAN PRMNE FIARE OAT I" ►LAKE DAY SWUPOT DATA
Date Ma, No
1966 NcH. Area Position CMP MtW	 Type	 Position JACP Area 3pota 'type Position Long Remarks
1 .17 None Reported, 8131 3500 1119,7 1590)	 No observations 222 28 36 E H19 128 226 Reported max. sunspot are&
Jan. 15.20 323 millionths at 2323 Jan. 17
Nov 018 228 Classified y on 1/14
flyon 1/21
13 .15 Nom Reported, 82V7 5200 1120 980 3/22.1 16000	 nip	 H19 176 23T 133 1 H N21 173 146 The spot group reached a minimum
area 907 millionths on March 17,
This is the return of 81T4. Clanified as n y orfly by Mt.
Wilson on the days observed
(except 3/15),
3 . 19 Nom Reported, 8207 9:,00 N19 235 3/22.1 16000	 No observations at 237 8T3 55 F N18 L27 146 Only one other spot observed on
the sun (area 10, at H28 W50).Mt. Wi^ . Prob-
ably
3-20 0207 8400 $20 E21 3/22.1 16000
	 fly	 Rid Ell 237 816 56 7 NIT Eli 147
3 .24 Observed by 000 .1 8207 8700 W20 W36 3/22.1 16000	 No observations. 237 464 7 0 H17 W40 148 Spot probably y or py
Coast 0250 Ur. No Sac,P observations on. March 24
PCA reported onset or 25.
0300 trr.
3.30 Nom Reported, 0223 4300 N2$ E$2 4/3.8 36004
	 6Y	 M26 E50 241 76T 20 F 027 E47 336 spot max. area 4/03/1530, 1323
millionths, Y
	
orfly throughout
disk passage,
7.07 PCA Reported, 8362 3200 M32 W54 7/3,4 16067	 QY	 034 W45 316 605 36 F N35 W47 209 Spot born on the disk at E35•
Growth very low until the 4th.
7.28 None Reported. 8413 3900 $33 237 7/31,9 16091	 N34 E26 355 102 3 J N35 ':26 207 This email sunspot group reaehea
a c xion area of 137 millionths
This is a return of region 8362. Mt. W. reports ap at 2335 two days after the flare.
at 0015 Ur 7/29 The flare occurred approximately
7' east of the J type spot.
8-28 Hiormter 4 db. 8461 3000 M22 F49 8/29.1 16114	 6y
	1122 E02 386 271 41 D N23 E02 184 Spot group max, area 842,mil-
1100ths at 1410 Ur 8/31.
9 .02 Hiraxrter 13 3b. "1 3100 M23 W6o 8/29.1 16114 S (probably)	 No 386 385 23 E N22 WO 163
Mt. W. obs, reported
8/30, through 9/04.
9-04 None Reported. 8461 2000 024 W84 8/29,1 16114	 6	 W6 386 110 8 D H21 $185 185
10 .09 None Reported. 8530 6400 021 W05 10/2.4 1013	 fly	 N20 W05 42o 126 17 C 022 W03 359 This small 	 reached group
(1)
6-V5 Small PrA reported 8829 2200 3,5 601.9  (1610% aP	 319 W55 762 37 '2 J 321 W50 139 Maximum area 279 at 0012, M ay 30,
6/06 by Hultyuist, 1
Pax absorption 1.1
reported Ke gley 6
Oocdekc.
8. 18 gone Reported. 8942 3200 .0 8/26 16466	 No Obs. 0/18 860 East Limb 8/18 N24 590 87 Parge is a return of 4 plages
that grew together during pas-
gage of the far side of the sun.
G20 E i^3 Jpot magnetically complex, The spot is t6a return of the
8 type 23rd, 25th-28th, Ay very large spot (16440) that
28th through 31st. crossed the dish between July
03 and Aug, 4.	 Reached a max-
imum area 1668 millionths on
July 27 at 1128 Ell.
lt=-?^ i'rctcna>IL rev .434 4006 3,5 10/24,1 1652)	 pt	 Nil um 991 81 3 D N(4 W82 28 Sunspot reached raximnm area
ol,aur , rd 4xplorur 724 millionths Oct. 27, Classi-
34 -• &c 10/30. H12 'A73 fied d type Oct. 26.
21-16 tioneer VII re- 9073 7100 J.0 11/0.9 16557	 8	 N1G L31 107L 667 36 0 Rio 1.34 38 Increased flux Explorer 34
ported increased
fluxes 0,6 to 70 Mev
'10 Mev started on the 11th,
starting at 2123. H15 130
continued through 23rd,
HF phase advauce
started 0600 co
Nov. 12,
zf
f'
. Fj
-'l
ti
ii
t
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TABLE 28 BASIC SOLAR REGION DATA
1
6TABLE x0 BASIC SOLAR REGION DATA (CONr'D)
sow PHOTONS FLARE DAY MACE FM% DAY 8L-13POT DATA
Date Bright ^• HAS No
1968 Md4.	 Area Poet CHP NtW Type Position MP Ara Spots	 Type	 Position	 Loop Remarks
1.02 No proton increase )145	 E.L. -- 1/9.4 16640 Pf 824 W 1078 383 7D	 822 188	 91 No observations by Mt. V. or Sao.P.
rem .ad by Ex- 8:0 183 or the 21d.Paition given co the
plarer 34. 3rd corrected to flare time, other
values tron report• for the 3rd.
Spot given 6 olsssifioation on 4th-
6th, Flax. area reported Sac.P,,783
Iilllootha at 1745 IN co the 6th.
1-29. No proton ita',naea 9184	 Not available. M12 314 1120 1864 39	 P	 019 112	 165 No sunspot observations at Sae.P.
reported by Er- N14 220 1/31.0 ca Jan 27.29. Position corrected
plorer 34, from Jan. 30 data. Other data
based cc observations at Boss,
Italy Monthly Bulletin 122. Nt.W.
roporta • a configuration on Jan.
31. This is tte largest sunspot
group so far this 20th cycle.
.G -09' Monster onset 9429	 3200 3.0 619.0 16847 T 813 WOB 1924 107 11	 D	 814 WO7	 246 This small but complex sunspot
1000, Max 2100 Uf group bad an area 
of 
176 millionths
2db Paxson on the 6th. No 
Sao 
P. oboervation
24b Collage on the 7th or 8th, Rase gives a
5db Ft, Yukon sax. area of 373 co the 4th and an
Explorah 34 coast area or 771 on the 6th (Baas No.
1 1000 UP 5070).	 Wept for the importance
130 May sax,	 1400 38 flare on the 9th. The region
a 30 Nev max.	 1400 produced only 18 -Saar and sub-tj to may max.	 0600 flares and only 31 aril or un-
June 10 confirmed flares.
7- Solar lrotone	 10 9503
	
4000 3.5 7/13 - 0 16878 Qp N13 E89 1368 East Limb	 159 Bac.P. sunspot group includes the
May started to arrive N10 EBl 16877 ap 4W 184 two Mt .W, spots 16878 and 16877,
at Exp. 34 by 1600 Vr The flare occurs in sunspot 16878,
Protons	 60 Nev by the eorrespooding Rome group cum-
1500 Ur, bars are 5103 and 5102,respectively.
7-07 A second increase in 9503	 7000 3 ,5 7/19 .0 16878 PP N19 E55 1368 944 26	 P	 N12 35T	 15g' Swfspot max. area repartcd Sae.P.
counting rate. Ep 1 NU E58 16877 op NU E52 12116 millionths at 1424 Ur July 09.
10 Nev starts	 0600 The Rose combined area 00 7/OB at
7/09;yeak - 0000,7/11 0630 Uf is 1326 milliobthe which
m is also the reported maximum. The
combined total area on 7/09 at
0629 Ur is 1252. In good agreement
with the Bac.P. area.
9-28 ,vooe Reported. 9692	 3200 2.5 10/1,1 17000 ap 817 334 1525 244 8	 H	 815 E37	 178 Sunspot maxlmsa area 309 mil-
. 815 E35 '' licaths, Sept. 30,
9.29. Protonsjioo May ob. 9678	 4300 9.; 9/25.7 16992 p N16 W45 15UT 70 9	 D	 517 W315	 2771 Sad.P. reywti a J:xaimi	 i^icd of
served by balloon, N1.1 W51 462 millionths on Sep. 22 at 1452
Iceland. Start in- Ur. The spot group started break-
crease 000-3 at 1700. ing up by 1450 UT on the 27th.
Alaska riometers 2090 On the other hand Base (No. 5197)
Ur Max. Shepherd's reports an area of 708 millionths
Bay 1-7 db at 2100 Ca', the 20th, breaking up into a
YAx- Alaska 3.4 db at group of small spots by the 26th.
2140 LM
10-27 Wma Reported. -7600 6 S16 114 829 25	 H	 S1$ E15 Spot group,86 23-26, d 23 Oct.
815 Ell Through Nov, 2.i
10.29 Nom Reported 7'/00 4,0 0' 816 W14 719 60	 H	 815 W12
815 W16
10-:j PCA 3.9 db max. Thule ,9740	 7000 4.0 10/28.4 17033 No Nt.W. data 1568 1014 4o	 H	 815 W29	 172
between 1500 and 7600 815 W32 probably 6
Oct. 31, here.-se in Return. or 9692
protons Vets and 000-.
3• PCA eontinr„d
through 2000 Nov. 02.
10-31 PCA that started at 6500 3.5 t9 WW44 858 43	 D	 815 W43
19110 Ur contim:.-d
Nov. 02 with several
resurgences du: to
flares in the region
9740.
11-18 PCA onset 1050 sax. 9760	 1000 3.5 11/11.5 17045 Sunspot behind 1588 Spot behind the West 	 345 Maximus reported area 614 at 1601
7.5 db Ft- Churchill N19 W86 he West limb. Limb. Area 345 at tlr ;lov. 9 area nearly constant
at 2000 Ur Nov. 19• type 8-17th. 1554 0ov. 17 Type S. tbrouat 13th. No area available
Observed Vela, Pi- 14-16th.
oneer and 000-3.
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